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1. Overview
The need for municipalities, regional planning organizations, the state and federal agencies to
help improve resiliency and adaptation to extreme weather events, as well as mounting
natural hazards is strikingly evident along the coast of Massachusetts. Recent events such as
this past winter’s string of storms and a new trend towards extreme weather events have
reinforced this urgency and compelled leading communities like the City of Gloucester to plan
and mitigate potential risks through a community driven process. Ultimately, this
commendable type of leadership will reduce the exposure of Gloucester’s citizens,
infrastructure and ecosystems and shall serve as a model for cities and towns across the
Commonwealth of Massachusetts.

In September 2016, Massachusetts Governor Charlie Baker signed Executive Order 569,
instructing state government to provide assistance to cities and towns to complete climate
change vulnerability assessments and resiliency action plans. The Order lays out a
comprehensive approach to further reduce greenhouse gas emissions, safeguard residents,
municipalities and businesses from the impacts of climate change, and build a more resilient
Commonwealth. Entitled Establishing an Integrated Climate Change Strategy for the
Commonwealth, Executive Order 569 represents the collaboration between the Office of the
Governor, the Executive Office of Energy and Environmental Affairs, the Executive Office of
Public Safety and Security, and key state, local and environmental stakeholders.
The goals of the program and of the Gloucester Resilience workshop are to:
• Define extreme weather and natural and climate related hazards;
• Identify existing and future vulnerabilities and strengths;
• Develop and prioritize actions for the community; and
• Identify opportunities to take action to reduce risk and build resilience.

The City of Gloucester employed a unique “anywhere at any scale”, community-driven process
known as the Community Resilience Building (CRB) Workshop (Figure 1)
(www.CommunityResilienceBuilding.com). The Risk Matrix and the Coastal Resilience Tool
were integrated into the CRB Workshop process to provide both decision-support and risk
visualization for the City of Gloucester. Using this workshop process, rich with information,
experience, and dialogue, the participants produced findings which are outlined in this
summary report. The summary of finding transcribed in this report, like any that concern the
evolving nature of risk assessment and associated action helps to advance and guide future
investigation and prioritization. The City of Gloucester’s leadership on community resilience
building will benefit from the continuous and expanding participation of all those concerned.
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Specifically, this summary report seeks to:

1) Provide an overview of Gloucester’s top climate-related hazards (Section 2.1), concerns
and challenges (Section 2.2), strengths (Section 2.3), and proposed actions to improve the
City of Gloucester’s resilient capacity (Section 2.4);
2) Highlight the Community Building Workshop Project Teams (Section 3.2), participants
(Section 3.3), and outcomes of resiliency recommendations; and,
3) Compile supporting outreach materials developed for the Community Resilience Building
Workshop (Appendix B).

Figure 1: View of Community Building Resilience Workshop from Above (Kyrouz Auditorium)
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2. Summary of Findings
2.1 Top Hazards for Gloucester
During the Workshops, participants from the community were asked to identify the top
hazards for the Gloucester region (Box A). Coastal flooding, storm surge and sea level rise
were identified by the City and as the top hazards by the majority of the participants. Extreme
weather events in the form of winter storms, snow, high winds, extreme heat, fire, and drought
were also listed universally across most workshop teams. According to the participants, these
hazards are already having a direct impact on several neighborhoods, natural areas (e.g.,
streams, wetlands, beaches, and, parks), roads, and other critical facilities within the City of
Gloucester (Box B).

Box A: Top Hazards for Greater Gloucester Region
#1 Coastal Flooding/Storm Surge/Sea Level Rise
#2 High Winds

#3 Extreme Cold/Winter Storms/ Snow
#4 Heat/Fire/Drought

Box B: Gloucester’s Vulnerable Areas
Neighborhoods: Inner Harbor, parts of Downtown, East Gloucester, Back Shore, Riverdale, and
Lanesville

Ecosystems: Good Harbor/Wingaersheek/Coffins Beaches, Marshes and Dunes, Annisquam River,
and Great Marsh salt marsh
Roads: East Main Street, Rogers Street, Parker Street, Washington Street, Thacher Road, and
Atlantic Road

Facilities: Waste Water Treatment Plant, Thacher Road and Good Harbor Sewage Pump Stations,
Transportation, Shelters and Cooling Stations, Nursing Homes, Library and Museums, Schools, Gas
Stations, Affordable, Sewage Treatment, Marinas, Hotels, Seawalls, and Parks
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2.2 Current Concerns and Challenges Presented by Hazards
The City of Gloucester currently has several concerns and challenges related to the
impact of natural hazards on the community’s social, environmental, and
infrastructure resources as identified below. Many of these were brought to the
forefront during the recent experiences with extreme flooding during the winter of
2017-18 that saw a string of Nor’easters, extreme cold, high winds, and coastal
flooding.

2.2.1 Societal Vulnerability Opportunities

Figure 2: Participants Identifying Social Vulnerability Opportunities

With large portions of the City’s residential neighborhoods within areas prone to
flooding, emergency management planning and access, addressing isolation due to
storms and the ability to evacuate residents and commuters during emergency events
were identified as key societal concerns (Figure 2). This included the inability to get
emergency services to certain places due to flooding of major transportation routes,
key intersections and surface streets (Figure 3). Updating the City’s existing
emergency communications and emergency planning with particular regard for areas
that could be cut off or lose power by coastal flooding; areas subject high wind events
such as hurricanes; as well as developing a database of vulnerable populations
including those in senior and affordable housing settings; developing a manuallybased Neighbor Helping Neighbor system; and providing in-school sheltering options
with updated and backed-up air conditioning and/or heating were also noted as top
challenges.
7

Figure 3: Roadways at Risk in 2070 in 1% Flood (Gloucester Climate Change Vulnerability
Assessment and Adaptation Plan - 2015)

Particularly, concerns were raised around the vulnerable populations such as the
homeless and lower income elderly in low-lying residential areas, with Veterans Way
being cited as one area being subject to housing and isolation issues. The homeless
population in Dogtown as also cited as a vulnerable group and special concern was
raised around making sure that adequate heating and cooling shelters are available
to all that need them. The Action shelter, Rose Bake Center, and West Parish School
were the three shelter locations identified. Despite the awareness of the challenges
presented by coastal flooding, concerns were voiced pertaining to raising existing
structures in flood prone coastal areas and the associated visual impacts on the
existing community character.
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2.2.2 Infrastructure Vulnerability Opportunities

Figure 4: Identified Impacted Infrastructure Resources

The impact of flooding and storm surge on critical facilities and infrastructure such
as the Essex Avenue wastewater treatment facility, seawalls, revetments,
breakwaters (Dogbar and Lane’s Cove) and low-lying local and state roads including,
but not limited to, Thacher Road, Essex Avenue, Stacey Boulevard, Washington Street,
Parker Street, Shore Road, Atlantic Road, East Main Street, Rogers Street, Commercial
Street, Rocky Neck Avenue, and Causeway Street were noted as key infrastructure
vulnerabilities (Figure 4). Associated with many of these areas was aging stormwater
infrastructure that does not remove stormwater and storm surge quickly enough, or
is already submerged under extreme storm conditions. Also noted were gas stations
without power, the East Gloucester Stop and Shop Plaza, the Harbormaster’s Office,
the Coast Guard Station, key electric substations such as Rogers Street, all sewer
pump stations, the Rose Baker Senior Center, the High School, private piers and
pilings, City and privately-owned dams, power lines, MBTA commuter rail line, access
to Addison Gilbert Hospital during emergency events, the Blynman Bridge (state
owned), access to the A. Piatt Andrew Bridge from Grant Circle, all waterfront gas and
electric lines, commercial freezers, oil, and propane storage tanks.
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The current low-lying location of the DPW facility leaves it vulnerable, as is the Mill
River tidal gate on Washington Street. The status of existing power and generator
capacity and fire-fighting access under emergency conditions were also discussed as
vulnerabilities. Existing local rules (zoning, code enforcement) and state (Building
Code) regulations and policy governing infrastructure and buildings in regard to
climate change were also seen as key vulnerabilities. The considerations of these
impacts lead to discussions on the economic costs of recovery and business
interruption, especially fishing-related and smaller businesses in the downtown.
Associated risks to public health and safety included potential for disease outbreaks
due to overflowing and standing sewage, surface and ground water contamination,
leaching from landfills during high tides, mold outbreaks in flooded basements,
mobilized debris in the streets and clogging storm drains, and the potential for
release of toxic materials and other storage facilities in flood-prone areas.

2.2.3 Identified Environmental Vulnerability Opportunities

Figure 5: Identification of Environmental Hazards.

Participants raised many concerns regarding environmental features and climate
change impacts including preservation of beach and marsh systems that serve as
storm and flooding buffers and serve as critical habitat (Figure 5). Good Harbor
Beach was singled out as an area that needs more study and protection going forward.
Many raised the issue of ensuring adequate water supply and atmospheric cooling for
the City by protecting and better managing the watershed areas that surround the
drinking water reservoirs, including completing an assessment of the City’s forest
land through an inventory of its trees and removing dead trees to reduce the threat
10

of brush fire hazards in North Gloucester, Dogtown, West Gloucester and, Pole’s Hill.
Some comments supported reinstituting a City forestry department and designating
a City tree warden. Other issues raised included impacts to the fishing industry from
climate change, the impact of marine invasive, loss of eel grass beds and overall loss
of salt marsh as low marsh converts to open water environments and high marsh is
limited by human development to migrate further inland. Species migration impacts
and serious public health concern regarding tick and mosquito related diseases were
also raised, as well as the impact on freshwater wells due to saltwater intrusion
related to sea level rise.

2.2.4 Current Strengths and Assets within Gloucester

The City of Gloucester views its recent experiences with increasingly extreme
weather patterns and hazard events as ongoing issues to be addressed boldly and
with urgency. Actions that the City has already initiated are focused on several key
areas of prepared- ness:

• Local hospital presence in Addison Gilbert Hospital and the new urgent care facility
at Gloucester Crossing.

• The City’s existing all-call RAVE emergency communications system, with a
commitment to add more lighted signs with emergency messages and info.

• US Coast Guard Station present, full-time Harbormaster and professional Fire
Department.

• Strong commercial fishermen community and advocacy organizations:
Fishermen’s Wives, Mass Fishermen’s Association, and Mass Lobstermen
Association
• Great Marsh and barrier beach natural systems largely intact and serving to protect
the City and provide habitat.
• Several major grocery stores all located on high ground.

• Strong neighborhood identity and cohesiveness. Some neighborhoods (Annisquam
and Lanesville) have begun Neighbor-to-Neighbor type communication work and
preparation for storm events/possible isolation already.
• Established HAM radio system in place with expansion proposal identified.

• Strong conservation and preservation ethic and organizations for public/private
woodland management and wetlands management efforts - Essex County
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Greenbelt, Cape Ann Trail Stewards, and Cape Ann Vernal Pond Team.

• Strong social services network: faith-based community of churches, sheltering
facilities, social services and local assistance.
• Ample water supply surrounded and maintained by undeveloped watershed land.

•
•
•

Strong City-wide dam maintenance program in place with recent extensive
updating of the Babson Reservoir Dam.
North Shore Community Action Plan.
CATA public bus system.

• Planning capacity for climate change and natural hazards: The City completed a
climate change vulnerability assessment and adaptation study in 2015 (Figure 6);
it includes recommendations/costs on how to protect key City assets. This
includes an outline of a flood barrier options that could protect the most densely
populated areas of the City during extreme storm events. Gloucester also
completed a FEMA-required Natural Hazard Mitigation Plan in 2012 which allows
the City to apply for hazard mitigation grants from FEMA. The City is planning to
update its plan in 2018.

Figure 6: Imagery from Vulnerability Assessment and Adaptation Plan (2015)

2.3 Top Recommendations to Improve Gloucester’s Resilience to
Hazards

The responses from the Workshop’s participants regarding recommended actions to
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reduce exposure to natural hazards fell into three categories-societal, infrastructure,
and environmental actions. Pervasive throughout the discussion was the need to
proactively manage the risk posed by these hazards as well as the need to
comprehensively assess the return on actions within an economic, societal, and
ecological context. Please refer to Appendix A to see how participants voted on
specific recommendations.

2.3.1 Societal Recommendations
Societal actions focused on making a comprehensive assessment of the City’s zoning
and land use policies to see how they could be improved for increasing climate
resiliency and adaptability. Many favored amending building codes to require higher
elevations above flooding levels for new buildings or reconstruction, as well as
revamping downtown residential and commercial zoning standards to make them
more climate resilient going forward. The incorporation of green infrastructure was
seen as a positive adaptation approach that can reduce surface runoff to stormwater
system while enhancing the aesthetics of Gloucester.

Land use policies that increase setbacks and explore incentives to reduce the
placement of structures in vulnerable areas were recommended, particularly in
identified redevelopment areas
and transportation routes across
the City. Redevelopment in general
was viewed as a key long-term
opportunity to adapt the City to
flooding (Figure 7). Closely related
were other actions to incorporate
the City’s existing communication
system with a well-designed
evacuation plan that could address
both evacuation, Neighbor-toNeighbor programs, and sheltering
in place.
Figure 7: Examples of Storm-Induced Damage

Identifying and creating a database of vulnerable populations including low-income,
elderly, and the homeless would be critical as would be creating simple, manual back
up communications systems for when power was not available. Another key part of
the evacuation and communications strategy would be to develop shelter in place
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options for key schools for emergency situations, tying in with the surrounding
Neighbor-to-Neighbor programs when needed. This would require upgrading heating
and cooling systems at key schools. The City’s current Middle School shelter is
currently seen as the City’s model shelter, while the High School shelter is seen as
needing improvement.

2.3.2 Infrastructure Recommendations

For infrastructure, the top concern was adapting the Essex Avenue wastewater
treatment plant for climate change. Ideas included existing berm next to the plant
and building up from it to protect it from flooding as well as increasing the plant’s
sump pump system, and sealing off all interior conduits. Discussion of strategies on
how to address low lying bridges and roads included prioritizing key road sections
for elevation and recognizing that the state owns the Blynman Bridge- which is in line
to be replaced and could be elevated at that time- and working more closely with
MassDOT officials to coordinate closely on shared state and local roads, developing
emergency signage and alternate routes to key infrastructure such as police, fire and
DPW facilities as well as to keeping access to Addison Gilbert Hospital and Route 128
open.

The elevation of the Gloucester commuter rail bridge over the Annsiquam River was
felt to be a strength as well as having second commuter rail station located in West
Gloucester. Development of key road closure communication, alternative
transportation options, signage and the development of alternative emergency routes
would be closely aligned with the development of an overall evacuation,
communications and sheltering plan outlined above. Identifying how to assess and
best protect Gloucester High School and its parking and stadium were key
infrastructure concerns. A key short term action was to increase the height of the
seawall abutting the school. Moving the school to a different location was also
discussed. The hurricane barrier system outlined in the City’s 2015 climate
assessment and adaptation study would protect the school and the downtown but
comes at a very high cost. Some also felt that the current Dogbar Breakwater should
be made taller and extended.

2.3.3 Environmental Recommendations
Top environmental concerns included the need to address forest management from
the perspective of overall water supply, climate resilience and cooling, fire
management and stormwater control. Gypsy moth and winter moth controls, tree
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replanting, maintain fire road access, working with local conservation groups such as
the Cape Ann Trail Stewards and Greenbelt, and keeping an inventory of existing and
diseased trees were also identified as being key parts of the overall management of
Gloucester’s forested lands for climate resilience. Participants felt that the City
needed to invest more resources towards restoring its Forestry Department and reinstituting the tree warden’s position in order to accomplish this task effectively.
Further developing the City’s efforts to maintain its barrier beaches and dunes,
particularly in working with beachfront property owners was seen as critical for
climate adaptation. Several comments supported the creation of a robust and wellfunded City beach management plan that would lay our dune and beach grass
protection strategies. Some attendees favored conducting an adaptation study with
specific recommendations for the Good Harbor Beach dune and marsh system, one of
the most heavily used beaches on the North Shore. Streamlined permitting in support
of allowing increased water flow in and out of the City’s salt marshes to reclaim
wetlands and marshes, as well as the protection of land adjacent to the marshes to
allow for their migration and the additional need for flood storage capacity were also
seen as critical to the overall environmental efforts.
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3. Conclusion
In summary, the day-long Community Resilient Building Workshop held on April 12,
2018, generated a vast amount of useful information. Through this collaborative
process, the workshop was able to highlight connections between natural hazards
and the City’s planning and mitigation efforts. Moreover, the Workshop will allow the
City to better understand and prioritize resiliency efforts, and evaluate the strengths
of its existing infrastructure, natural resources, and social capital. Moving forward,
the information gained will be essential to support the City’s application for
additional technical assistance and resources to supplement municipal resiliency and
adaptation planning efforts. This section seeks to acknowledged the efforts and
support of those involved with this process, highlight the project teams, and identify
workshop participants.
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Appendix A: Workshop Votes for Resiliency
Recommendations.
1. Societal
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Look at updating zoning regulations for climate resiliency improvements
o 25 Votes
Develop evacuation planning – address isolation in neighborhoods during severe
events
o 17 Votes
Update emergency action plan & system: develop communication strategies, focus on
areas that will become isolated, address vulnerable populations, address schools air
conditioning needs
o 16 Votes
Improve emergency communications systems
o 7 Votes
Storm water management assessment downtown
o 2 Votes
Partner with research institutions that help fisheries
o 2 Votes
Neighbor to neighbor communications systems, more use #’s on residences
o 1 vote
Focus on vulnerable pops: who, where, needs
o 3 Votes
Senior housing vulnerability & protecting
o 0 Votes
Small business disruption - marine & non-marine
o 0 Votes

2. Infrastructure
•
•
•
•
•
•

Address Waste Water Treatment and Pumping Stations
o 23 Votes
Address low-lying roads and bridges, major thorough fares
o 17 Votes
High School, Protect (Raise area)
o 13 Votes
Overall assessment of transportation needs
o 2 Votes
Update Council on Aging & school’s backup generators
o 6 Votes
Air conditioning & heating updates in Gloucester low-income & public housing
o 0 Votes
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•
•

Elevate buildings, zoning for
o 2 Votes
Fortify energy infrastructure, substations
o 4 Votes

3. Environmental
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Forest and watershed management and protection
o 19 Votes
Beaches – habitat, endangered species (protect), dune management, work with
property owners/educate
o 17 Votes
Streamline permitting
o 10 Votes
Zoning to re plan Wetlands & Marshes
o 9 Votes
Good Harbor Beach adaptation study
o 5 Votes
Protect & maintain forest & access
o 2 Votes
Marshes protect & mitigate damage
o 1 Vote
Mitigate salt water infiltration
o 0 Votes
Assessing drinking water supply
o 2 Votes
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Appendix B: Developed Workshop Materials
Please see the Department of Community Development’s website for full-detail images (B:14).

B-1: Gloucester’s Natural Resources
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B-2: Climate Change Projections for Gloucester
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B-3: Gloucester’s Social Vulnerability
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B-4: Gloucester’s Critical Infrastructure and Hazard Area
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B-5: Workshop Agenda
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